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ABSTRACT
A timing simulator, called TIMSIM, has been developed which
performs gate level simulation of simple digital logic
circuits. TIMSIM has a library of twelve standard TTL gate
elements and memory elements. These elements incorporate
various features including single outputs, multiple outputs,
non-symmetric inputs, and memory states. TIMSIM uses a
rise-fall delay model and three values to represent a
signal's logic level.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Overview of Problem
Hardware simulation is often a useful tool in an
academic environment because of the expense involved in
hardware implementation. This paper discusses the
development of a simulation tool, a timing simulator, which
could be used by students in introductory digital logic
courses, for design verification of simple circuits.
1.1 Objectives of the Project
As students are introduced to logic circuits, they are
required to design simple combinational and sequential
circuits using AND gates, OR gates, flip-flops, inverters,
etc. The interaction of the various circuit components with
respect to timing is a critical design consideration.
Students need to understand how a change in an input will
affect the output and, in addition, how the propagation
delays associated with each of the gates affect the
operation of the circuit. (Propagation delay is the time it
takes for the output of a gate to change after the input has
changed states.) Interactively changing the values of the
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inputs and observing the effects on the outputs enhances the
understanding of the circuit. In some designs, unexpected
and undesirable hazards or race conditions may develop which
require analysis and redesign. Hazards and races are
"temporary, unwanted output signals which may occur in logic
circuits due to different delays in different signal paths."
(Schwarz 1987)
The objective of this project has been to investigate
the issues involved in developing a logic level timing
simulator and to design and build the simulator. This
process involved choosing and modifying a simulation
algorithm to do event list simulation, understanding the
requirements of simulating memory chips and developing
appropriate input and output strategies. Also considered
were various levels of complexity in logic simulation and
the different types of delays - propagation, transition and
transmission delays - which are inherent in a logic circuit.
The implications of three-valued logic were studied.
1.2 Relationship to Other Software
Many simulators have been developed to aid the circuit
designer, most of a more complex nature than the one
discussed here. The relative simplicity of this simulator
is in keeping with a student user's level of understanding
of circuit design. This simulator has been designed to
supplement the VLSI design tools made available by the
University of Washington Consortium and installed on RIT
systems. These design tools include a circuit simulation
program called RNL and a network description program called
NETLIST.
This simulator, which has been named TIMSIM, uses the
same format that NETLIST uses to create a circuit
description file which expresses the input circuit to be
simulated. The simulation is done in a series of steps
with a report issued at the end of each simulation step.
This step procedure is similar to RNL. The commands used to
control the simulation and the output formats are different
from those of RNL. (For further information, see NETLIST
and RNL documentation.)
1.3 Design Overview
TIMSIM consists of two programs, a parser and a
simulator. Each can be run as a separate program.
The parser program reads the circuit description input,
and decodes and expands it. The input to the parser is a
circuit description file created by the user which uses a
Lisp-like syntax to list each element with its associated
input and output nodes. The output of the parser i s an
intermediate file which is an expanded version of the input
circuit description.
The simulator program reads the intermediate file and
loads the data structures which will support the simulation.
The user then interactively manipulates the circuit
simulation by setting the values of the inputs and letting
these signals propagate through the circuit. The output of
the simulator is a summary of which nodes changed, the
values and the time of the change. The user has a choice of
three formats for the output as well as a choice of screen
or file output.
The simulation responds to changes in input values
initiated by the user and incorporates propagation delays
specific to each individual gate. These delay times are
randomized within prescribed limits in order to approximate
a real world situation where there is some variation in
del ays.
There are several data structures used in the
simulator. A library data structure contains all the
information required for each of the TTL elements in the
simulator. The library data structure includes the timing
delays, functionality information, the number of inputs and
outputs, etc. A table stores information about each node,
its present value, its former value, and its relationship to
the other elements. A circuit data structure includes each
element and its connections to other elements. The future
event list, or time-wheel, is a circular array of pointers
to linked lists which contains the schedule of future
events. An event is a change in the value of a node.
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The simulator will handle combinational circuits using
ANDs, ORs, inverters and also sequential logic including
flip-flops and latches.
1.4 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the field of circuit
simulation and the development of logic level simulators in
particular. Chapter 3 is a discussion of some of the issues
investigated and some of the assumptions made in the
development of the simulator. The program organization and
the details of the implementation of the simulator are
discussed in Chapter 4. The functional description of the
programs, structure charts, and data structure diagrams are
also included. Chapter 5 discusses the testing strategies
used for each section of the program and the test results.
Chapter 6 summarizes the paper and discusses possible
extensions.
Three appendices are included. Appendix A is a
complete User's Manual developed to make the simulator as
user-friendly as possible with examples and sample runs.
Appendix B has several runs of the program using some of the
test circuits. A detailed analysis of the ternary
(3-valued) truth table for the 7474 d-type flip-flop is
shown in Appendix C. The source code is not included with
the thesis. A listing is available upon request.
CHAPTER TWO
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
2.0 Introduction
The beginning of this chapter (2.1) will include a
discussion of general topics in simulation: current issues
and future directions. The major portion of the chapter
(2.2-2.3) will be a historical overview of the simulation of
digital logic circuits for the purpose of design
verification. Much of the literature concerns simulators
with features other than timing. These include behavioral,
fault, functional, and mixed level simulators. Therefore
this chapter will discuss simulators, many of which are more
complicated than the one proposed for this thesis. The term
circuit simulation will be used in a generic sense.
2.1 The Simulation Approach Issues and Directions
Simulation is the process of representing some portion
of the real world in a systematic way, for the purpose of
studying the behavior of a system, in terms of evaluation,
prediction or optimization of performance. It is often
desirable and usually cheaper to be able to predict a
system's behavior, to experiment with various designs and to
evaluate expected results before the real world system is
implemented.
Event list management is one of the important software
issues in simulation. An event, in circuit simulation,
represents a change in the state of a signal, from 0 to 1 or
1 to 0. The activity in a circuit can be modelled by a
linked list of such events (referred to as an event list),
and inserting an event on this list is called event
scheduling. Event lists can also be implemented by binary
trees or arrays of linear lists. Event list management
involves an attempt to optimize speed and "robustness"
(speed maintained over a wide class of problems), as well as
flexibility and ease of use (Vaucher and Duval 1975).
Another area of concern in simulation is languages.
Some simulation specialists prefer widely known general
purpose languages with special simulation features while
others support the development of new special purpose
simulation languages (Henri ksen 1984). Both approaches are
moving toward developing concurrent features for taking
advantage of parallel processing hardware.
Modeling development environments, which include an
integrated set of simulation software tools, are evolving as
simulation problems become larger and more complex.
Modeling development environments provide a setting where
models can be developed from early problem definition
phases, through the experimental design phase, to final
analysis of results (Nance 1983).
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2.2 Logic Simulation Overview
Verification of the accuracy of a logic design before
the device is actually built can save both time and money.
In the early days of integrated circuit design, the approach
to simulation was to build simple hardware prototypes for
the purpose of testing circuit designs. Changing these
prototypes to reflect design changes was very difficult,
however, and a new approach was needed.
Software simulators, which are large and complex
programs, were developed to model the circuits and to verify
the design. These simulators had several advantages, among
them ease of modification of the program and relatively low
cost. Over time many improvements have been made to these
simulators including modeling of different levels of circuit
design, faster algorithms, more functional hardware
description languages and faster hardware. They represent
the primary method of simulation in use today.
Recently, as a response to the growing complexity of
VLSI design, some research projects have been returning to a
hardware logic simulation scheme, which is substantially
different from the previous approaches. These new hardware
simulators, sometimes called logic simulation engines, use
special purpose CAD hardware and often use distributed and
parallel processing. Processors specially designed for
simulation reduce the time of the design process, and
- B
hardware simulation takes advantage of the decreasing cost
of computer hardware (Howard, Malm, Warren 1983).
Some modern simulation schemes involve a combination of
hardware and software. Hardware components, such as micro
processor chips, are incorporated into the simulators to
avoid the "time-consuming process of writing software models
for complex components." (Mentor Graphics product
literature) These hardware components also improve the
accuracy of the simulation.
2.2.1 History of Timing Simulation
There are several different ways to model a circuit
depending on the information needed. This section will deal
with gate level simulation which generates information about
timing characteristics in a circuit.
Early timing models used fixed propagation delays,
called zero or unit delay models. Seshu's Sequential
Analyzer, the first gate level simulator to be published,
was of the unit delay type. It was satisfactory for regular
logic, but difficult to use for an asynchronous circuit.
The network to be simulated was compiled into machine
language and executed (Hemming and Hemphill 1975).
An important improvement on this technique was the
assignable delay simulator which allowed each device to have
one or more propagation times. The Tegas2 developed by
Szygenda provided a more accurate model view of system
operation and also handled race and hazard analysis and
edge-triggered devices (Hemming and Hemphill 1975).
Toward the goal of more accurate timing, a third state,
called undefined, was used to indicate that the logic at a
node was not known. This undefined state was particularly
useful for simulating the initial state of the circuit. A
delay ambiguity problem arose with min and max differences
in propagation delays (Bening 1979).
Among several attempts at better timing modeling was
the use of a standard deviation (based on min and max
propagation times) for delay time at each transition. A
further refinement was to use different transition delay
times for low to high and high to low transitions. There
also came a realization that the loading effects (number of
loads on the output) can change the propagation delay times
(Bening 1979).
More recently additional states have been added to
improve timing simulation of larger systems. Other factors,
including physical environment and path delays, are known to
affect timing accuracy. The increase in circuit size has
necessitated increased capacity of simulators including
larger memories, faster hardware and better algorithms
(Bening 1979) .
A continuing problem is the determination of the size
of the input test set which will detect as many as possible
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of the design problems without making the simulation program
unreasonably long at current computer speeds.
2.2.2 Evolution of Algorithms to Do Timing Simulation
During the mid 1960?s a method of simulating logic
circuits using an event-scheduling technique was developed.
In the intervening years, Ernst Ulrich and other researchers
have published a number of papers which illustrate the
evolution of this method. A "time-mapping" event scheduling
technique in which the Ulrich timing-wheel is used as a
future events queue was first proposed (Ulrich 1969).
Simultaneously-occurring events were attached to the events
queue as side branches.
Time-mapping schemes of Ulrich and others were combined
with linear lists to accomplish non-integral event timing
(Vaucher and Duval 1975). Ulrich then further developed the
algorithm using a converging lists data structure which
breaks up a long linear list into short lists and then
converges these lists into a single list at a particular
point which is always ahead of current time (Ulrich 1976).
Ulrich later summarized four table-lookup techniques
which are used to speed up logic simulation by ratios of
15:1 (Ulrich 1980). These techniques include zoom-table,
linked list traversal using a traverse-table, and code
concatenation for simultaneous traversal of two linked
lists. Other advantages to these methods are reductions in
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program complexity and programming effort and reductions in
volume of program coding.
Another recent publication concerns other techniques
which make a gate level logic simulator faster (Miyoshi
et.al. 1985). A number of single input logic gates are
deleted from the simulation provided they meet certain
criteria. Therefore, the number of events to be simulated
is reduced and so i s computer storage. This method involves
an analysis of the gates to determine if they can be
del eted .
2.2.3 Projects
A few projects in circuit simulation as well as some
outstanding contributors to the field deserve comment. A
long-standing project at Bell Labs involves the MOTIS - a
Mos Timing Simulator (Chawla, Gummel , Kozak 1975). Many
authors have referenced this work. In 1980 a mixed mode
simulator (transistor level, logic gate level and functional
level) was described (Nham and Bose 1980) and later the 2nd
generation Motis Mixed Mode Simulator was developed (Chen
et. al . 1984). This project involves a continuing effort in
improving the accuracy, flexibility and efficiency in MOS
circuit simulation.
One of the early circuit simulation projects, OLLS:
On-Line Logical Simulation System, was in operation at MIT
in 1971. It was a complete software package with which a
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design engineer could interactively design and simulate
digital systems using a light pen and programmed function
keyboard. I/O was mainly through punched cards. The system
allowed flexibility in choice of logic families. It was
written in IBM 360 Assembly language and generated off-line
plotter output (Howie and Tavan 1971).
F/Logic, an interactive fault and logic simulator was
developed at Bel 1 -Northern Research (Wilcox and Rombeek
1976). The simulator is table-driven and uses a timing
stack which controls the simulation. Later implementations
of F/Logic emphasized functional simulation as an
improvement over the basic gate level simulation (Wilcox
1979) .
Projects at MIT AI Laboratory use a somewhat different
approach. RSIM, a logic level timing simulator uses a
linear transistor model to predict the logic state of each
node and estimate transition time if it changes state
(Terman 1983). The simulation algorithm uses a Lisp-like
command language to drive the simulation. Another MIT
project called SIMMER also uses a Lisp programming
environment and is used as a research tool for understanding
the relation of structure to function (Lathrop and Kirk
1985) .
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2.3 State of the Art in Circuit Simulation
Recent developments in the area of circuit simulation
result from requirements for more speed, accuracy.
flexibility and ease of use. Integrated circuits have
become so large and complex that new approaches are required
to simulate them at a reasonable cost. These include
software improvements such as partitioning and vectorizing
and hardware developments such as concurrent processors and
hardware simulators.
2.3.1 Multi-level Simulation
Multi-level simulation incorporates a hierarchical
design methodology in which each phase of the design process
is modeled in an integrated manner. The simulation tools
are developed to support low level early design phases, then
fault simulation, and finally the manufacturing test phases
(Gonauser, Egger, Frantz 1984). DECSIM, developed at
Digital Equipment Corporation, is a multi-level simulation
system supporting transistor, gate, vector and behavioral
levels (Kearney 1984). It also uses concurrent algorithms.
2.3.2 Design Verification
Formal design verification is becoming an important
issue as circuit designs grow more complex. Formal
verification techniques are still beyond the scope of
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designers but informal validation of design correctness is a
useful technique (Whelan 1984).
2.3.3 Languages
New hardware description languages are constantly being
developed, many derived from existing languages. The
objective in developing a new language is to approximate as
closely as possible the circuits which are being described,
and therefore make interaction with the simulator easier for
the user (Kearney 1984). A contrasting viewpoint is that
there are already a large number of hardware description
languages in existence which are not widely used and
therefore there is no need to develop new languages. The
proliferation of different languages leads to a lack of
standardization which hinders the development and
dissemination of commercial computer-aided design tools
(Leiberherr 1984).
Another very important language issue is that of
concurrency. Effective parallel processing requires
languages which will take full advantage of the parallelism.
Consequently new concurrent languages are being developed
and concurrent features are being added to conventional
languages.
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2.3.4 Special Purpose Multiprocessors
PRSIM is a multiprocessor algorithm for logic level
timing simulation involving a high degree of parallelism
(Arnold and Terman 1985). It uses a partitioning technique
which increases the capacity and accuracy of the simulation.
It was developed at MIT and is implemented there on the
CONCERT multiprocessor. It is in the development stage on
the BBN Butterfly supercomputer.
2.3.5 Data Flow Approach
A concurrent timing simulator called CEMU has been
implemented on a virtual data flow machine at AT?<T Bell Labs
Ackland et. al . 1985). A data flow graph is generated from
the input circuit description and a time-step subdivision is
used for evaluation. The simulator is reported to run much
faster than full circuit simulators. The project uses eight
M6B000 microprocessors and a VAX 11/780.
2.3.6 Logic Simulation Machines
At the Los Gatos Laboratory, the IBM Logic Simulation
Machine (LSM) was developed (Howard, Malm, Warren 1983). It
is an integral part of the design effort rather than a
design verification check on a completed circuit. It
consists of a set of 64 processors which operate in parallel
to perform the actual simulation of a design. The software
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is written in an interactive IBM version of Pascal which
takes advantage of the speed and capacity of the machine.
The input and output are graphic. The IBM Yorktown
Simulation Engine is the second generation of the LSM.
2.3.7 Microprocessor Logic Simulators
Two simulators which are currently available for use on
microcomputers are called Logicsim and Logic Desi gner /Logi c
Si mul ator .
Logicsim runs on an IBM-PC as well as other
microcomputers with 64K of memory. It will simulate TTL
7400 series ICs and CMOS ICs. It has available a library of
pre-defined network macros which the user may incorporate
into a circuit design. Logicsim uses a compiled simulation
scheme and offers various analysis tools and printer and
plotter options for output.
Logic Designer /Logic Simulator runs on an Apple 11+ or
an IBM-PC. The Logic Designer enables the user to create
his circuit design directly on the screen and it
incorporates a number of routines to aid in the design
process. Logic Designer /Logic Simulator has a limited
number of gates and does not use preset, clear and clock
signals, nor does it use delays in the circuit simulation.
(Rubenstein 1983)
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2.4 Summary
Circuits are increasing in size and complexity. This
necessitates design tools which are faster and more
accurate. Simulation has become an important part of the
design process largely because of the cost-reduction in both
time and money which can be realized. Simulation has been
done both in hardware and software depending on the relative
costs and efficiencies of each at the time. Multiprocessing
and parallel processing will become more important in
circuit simulation because of the speed required and the
parallel nature of circuits.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
3.0 Introduction
In the process of developing this timing simulator,
several topics were researched, including appropriate
simulation algorithms, languages and the selection of a
representative set of gates and integrated circuits
(referred to as ICs). Issues such as multi-valued logic and
various delay models were also studied and certain
assumptions were determined to be necessary. This chapter
will discuss these investigations and the resulting
assumptions.
3.1.1 Algorithms, Language and Elements
Event-directed simulation was chosen because it is more
efficient than compiler-driven simulation, as it simulates
only the active portions of the circuit. Algorithms to do
event-driven simulation were studied and various ideas were
used to develop the simulation algorithm for this problem.
(Breuer 1975, Ulrich 1980) A table data structure, for
storing information about each node, was adapted from
Breuer ' s work. A circuit data structure was developed to
represent the connections between elements. A time-ordered
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queue, to schedule the future events, is based on Ulrich' s
time-wheel .
C was chosen as the language in which to code this
project for several reasons. Pointers and structures are
heavily used and dynamic allocation is used for the
manipulation of the future events list. C seemed most
appropriate for this task.
A subset of TTL elements was chosen to be included in
the simulator's library. Elements were chosen to provide a
reasonable subset with which to design simple circuits.
Information about each element includes propagation delays
and functional data. Two values, usually typical and max,
are stored for each low to high and high to low propagation
delay. For each element there is a C function which
determines the outputs for a given set of inputs.
3.1.2 Types of Delay Models
TIMSIM is designed to simulate the timing of a circuit
with respect to propagation delays (low to high and high to
low) within the elements. There are several types of delay
models which can be used to simulate the timing in a
circuit. This section compares the delay characteristics of
TIMSIM with other delay models.
A transport delay simulator uses a rather simplistic
concept and can be modeled as a unit delay or zero delay
20
simulator or with variable delays assigned to the elements.
It will not function as an accurate timing simulator.
An ambiguity delay simulator takes into account the
ranges of each propagation delay, ie., minimum and maximum
possible timing for each delay. Built into the simulator
then is a region of ambiguity for each signal change.
During these times of ambiguity it is not clear if the
signal i s a 0 or a 1 . These regions of ambiguity will
propagate through the circuit often leading to an overly
pessimistic analysis (d'Abreu 1985). The TIMSIM simulator
uses only one value for each propagation delay and does not
contain these regions of ambiguity.
TIMSIM uses a value for the delay which is determined
by the random generation of a number between the typical
value and the maximum value of the delay. The typical and
max values are used rather than min and max because often a
minimum is not supplied by the chip manufacturer. The
random value is used to model the real world situation in
which two identical elements would not have exactly the
same delay at every signal change.
An inertial delay simulator incorporates the idea that
a signal needs to remain unchanged at the input of an
element for some specified length of time (particular to
that element) before it is "recognized" by the element. If
the pulse is long enough it may cause a change in the output
signal. This inertial delay concept is not used in TIMSIM.
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The decisions of whether to incorporate inertial delay
or ambiguity delay were made by the necessity to control the
complexity of the simulation development. It was also
decided to ignore transition time, the time it takes for a
signal to go from 0 to 1, but instead, consider the
transition to be instantaneous. These assumptions were made
with the realization that certain real world conditions
might be missed in the modeling. For example, a spike which
might happen in a real circuit may not be generated by this
simulator because the ambiguity delays which might cause a
spike to occur are not allowed. Furthermore, if spikes do
occur in a simulation run, the simulator may propagate them
through the circuit because the inertial delays present in a
real circuit are not there to filter them out. Therefore,
erroneous situations may not be recognized by this simulator
because of its limitations.
3.1.3 Multi -valued Logic
The issue of multi -valued logic or multi -valued signals
is discussed in several papers on logic simulators (d'Abreu
1985, Szygenda 1975, RNL, Breuer 1975) . These sources
suggest the addition of a third logic value expressed as
'X'
or
'u' to represent unknown, undefined, indeterminate or
'don't care' states. There are several different
interpretations for this third logic value and some authors
have also suggested the need for several more logic values
to represent falling and rising values (d'Abreu 1985) and
potential spikes, hazards or races (Szygenda 1975).
Some papers (RNL, d'Abreu 1985) use X (unknown) to
represent the value of the signal between 0 and 1, i.e.
between a valid low and a valid high. Others (Lewin 1977)
use the unknown state to represent a 'don't care7 situation.
To others, (Szygenda 1975), X means indeterminate, e.g. the
value of the output of a clocked R-S flip flop with inputs
of 1 and 1. TIMSIM uses a -1 to represent the indeterminate
state. That state is used when a node is either 0 or 1 but
it is impossible to determine which it is.
Several sources indicate the importance of using
unknown values at the point of "startup" of the simulator.
Setting every signal to an unknown value, then resetting
prime inputs to a known level (0 or 1), and propagating the
signals through the circuit is a common circuit
initialization procedure (RNL, d'Abreu 1985). If, after
this initialization, there are still nodes which are
unknown, there is a problem. Unfortunately, there are
several possible sources of the problem. They include the
circuit design, the initialization routine itself or the
simulator's incapacity to deal with the complexity of the
circuit (Breuer 1975).
TIMSIM uses an initialization sequence of this type to
cause the circuit to stabilize before simulation begins.
All nodes are set to unknown, then the prime inputs are set
at 0 and a zero delay simulation initialization is run on
the circuit. If any nodes remain at the unknown state at
this point, these nodes are reported to the user who can
then elect to do another initialization run. This
additional initialization procedure will set the outputs of
certain clocked ICs, which have known values at the inputs
but which do not reach a known state in the zero delay
simulation initialization.
3.2 Essential Features of the Simulator
A library of twelve standard TTL gates and ICs forms
the basis of TIMSIM. These components are of two types -
simple gates with single outputs and symmetric inputs (ANDS,
ORS and XORS) and the more complex ICs, such as a JK flip
flop and a latch. These two groups have different
requirements with respect to data structures and algorithms.
The information in the library includes arrays which
contain the propagation delays for each TTL component and C
functions which compute the value of each output, given the
inputs. It is necessary to store four delay times (typical
and max for low to high and for high to low transitions) for
each distinct combination of input and output. In the case
of the simple gates (AND, OR, etc.), the inputs are
symmetric and one four element array is sufficient for each.
For an IC such as the 7475 latch, the propagation delays are
different depending on which input changed and therefore
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more delays need to be stored. The algorithm used to
simulate the multi-output, non-symmetric input components
needs to keep track of which input caused a change to which
output and then to retrieve the correct propagation delay
for that change.
An IC such as the TTL 7474 d-type flip flop, which uses
the former state of its input lines as well as the present
state, requires that the simulator store both the previous
value and the present value. Components with multiple
outputs require keeping track of the order of the output
nodes. Two data structures are used to store the
connections between the components in the circuit - one
which represents the circuit and one which stores
information about the nodes.
A significant aspect of the simulation algorithm is the
resolution of overlapping delay scheduling. For example,
suppose node n is scheduled to change and then, because of a
change in another input to node n, another event is
scheduled for node n before the previous one is executed.
It must be determined what value node n should take. This
involves a schedule/deschedule algorithm which reads the
future event list and schedules, reschedules or cancels an
event .
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPLEMENTATION
4.0 Overview
The implementation of the simulator can be described
in several ways. Descriptions of the inputs and outputs are
found in section 4.1. File descriptions of the source code
in section 4.2 indicate the organization of the programs.
Structure charts with accompanying descriptions for the
modules are located in sections 4.3 and 4.4. Section 4.5
contains detailed descriptions of the data structures and
section 4.6 describes the event scheduling and processing
procedure.
4. 1 Inputs and Outputs
The input to the parser is a circuit description file,
e.g. fname, made up of a series of statements containing key
words and their arguments, enclosed in parentheses. These
statements specify TTL elements and their associated nodes.
As is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, all the nodes in the
circuit must be listed first. Each element is followed by
its output nodes, then its input nodes. The connections in
the circuit are thereby established by the named nodes. The
symbol 5 identifies a comment line.
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There are additional features which can be included in
the circuit description which will give the user flexibility
in creating a circuit. The key words associated with these
features are include, repeat, and macro. Include allows
another file which is stored in the user's directory, to be
included in the circuit being developed. Repeat allows a
repetitive sequence to be specified and the parser will
expand it as part of the circuit. Macro introduces a macro
definition which the parser will store and expand at the
appropriate place in the circuit.
AH
jfile je2
(node AH BH BL tl t2 t3 yH)
(inv BL BH)
(nand2 tl AH BL)
(nand2 t2 AH yH)
(nand2 t3 BH yH)
(nand3 yH tl t2 t3)^=0^
Fig. 4.1
Fig. 4.2 is a data flow diagram of TIMSIM. The main
output of the parser is a file called fname. sim (see
Appendix A), which is stored in the user's directory after
successful parsing of the input file. This file contains
the expanded circuit description in readable form. The user
may verify the circuit connections with this file.
If the circuit description file was parsed correctly a
message appears on the screen, giving the name of the parsed
file. If the input file was not syntactically correct an
error message is output and the program halts.
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user
(screen)
circuit
descripti
file
[fname)
user
Data Flow Diagram
Fig. 4.2
One input to the simulator is the fname. sim file,
output from the parser. The simulator reads this file and
loads the information into the internal table and circuit
data structures.
The other input to the simulator is a series of
commands that define the parameters of the simulation.
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These commands can be run from a batch command file or
entered interactively. If interactive, the user will be
prompted for selections. The command file which needs to be
included as a command line option follows a precise format
for choosing the simulation options. The options available
to the user are the length of a simulation step, the format
of the output, and the selection of nodes for the output
report. These options remain constant through an entire
si mul at i on .
There are three possible output formats. One is in the
form of a table which reports all activity (changes in node
values) during the simulation step and the times of those
changes. Another output format is graphical with node
values reported at regular intervals. A third output
format reports the value of the nodes at the end of the
simulation step as well as the time of the last state
change.
Default for the output report is to the screen. There
is also a log file command line option. Exercising this
option causes the results of each simulation step (in
whichever format was chosen) to be placed in a file in the
user's directory. The file is called logfile.
To begin a simulation step, the user sets the value of
any or all nodes (not only primary inputs) and begins the
simulation. The simulator determines whether there are any
changes to the values of output nodes affected
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by the changes in input values. If a potential change is
recognized, the propagation delay (low to high or high to
low) for the particular element is determined and the event,
the change in value of the output node, is put on the future
events list. This process continues for the period of time
chosen as the simulation step length.
4.2 Files
init.c
\
lib.c tab.h
parse. c tab.c
File Structure
Figure 4.3
The content of each of the files is described below.
lib.c - The lib.c file contains the library of TTL elements
which are available to the simulator. The library includes
a table of propagation delays for each element, with each
delay being represented by a typical and a max delay time
for low to high and for high to low. The library also
contains subroutines which express the functionality of each
element.
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tab.h - The tab.h file contains all the supporting data
structures for the simulator. These include the main table
of nodes which drives the simulation, the circuit structure,
the time-wheel and the record array. The table is an array
of structures, each representing a node and its related
information - value, previous value, scheduled time to
change and locations in the circuit. The circuit is an
array of structures, each representing an element in the
circuit. It stores the input nodes and output nodes for
each element. The time-wheel is a circular array of
pointers to linked lists which are used to store the pending
events in the simulation. The record array keeps track of
all the events so they can be reported.
parse. c - The parse. c file contains the executable code for
the parser with subroutines for decoding each of the key
words in the circuit description file. It reads the circuit
description file, expands the macro and repeat constructs
and outputs a file containing the expanded circuit.
init.c - The init.c file contains the error messages for the
parser and also the mapping of elements and key words into
integers.
tab.c - The tab.c file contains the executable code for the
simulator. It does an initialization routine, reads in
commands from the user, then repeatedly reads the future
events list, executes the changes, then schedules more
changes.
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4.3 Modules in the Parser
get_token
is_
whi te
is in
decode_stri ng
output
file
i nclude
J L
enter_
el ement
Structure Chart of the Parser
Figure 4.4
The following are brief descriptions of the major
subroutines in the parser.
main - opens and closes the input file; names the output
file
get_exp - drives the parser
get_token - reads the next character; determines its type
decode_string - case statement for the key words in input
exp_macro - expands macros and puts them in the circuit
f_macro - stores a macro description for later processing
enter_nodes - loads nodes into the table
f_repeat - decodes repeat loops in the input file
get_nodes - deciphers the node list in a repeat loop
fill_circuit - loads the circuit data structure with indexed
nodes
f_include - handles any include lines in the input file
enter_element - puts an element with its nodes into the
circuit data structure
output_file - writes the output file.sim
4.4 Modules in the Simulator
main
read input
files
I
initialize simulate
zr
i
report
siminit
prime
inputs
init_
circuits
set
nodes
read in
-file
commands auto
commands
active
lines
2
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a_report b_report
1
c_report
list
val
set
lines
f_delay
I I
load
b record
record
event
eval_schedule
I
schedule
vent
mark
cancel
Structure Chart of the Simulator
Figure 4.5
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The following are brief descriptions of the major
subroutines in the simulator.
main - opens files; initializes; reads input; drives
simul ati on
set_lines - resets nodes after each simulation step
autocommands - interprets commands from a command line file
commands - reads and interprets the interactive commands
list_eval - traverses the time-wheel and processes events
schedul e_event - puts an event on the future events list
record_event - maintains the record of events
loadb_record - keeps track of events for one output format
a_report - prints out output format a
b_report - prints out output format b
c_report - prints out one output format c
active_lines - traces the signal from present node to
the fanouts
evalschedule - determines schedule or deschedule of events
mark_cancel - marks an event for descheduling
prime_inputs - sets the primary inputs in the initialization
init_circuit - initializes the circuit
setnodes - interprets the user commands for the
initialization of unknown nodes
sim_init - coordinates the initialization schemes
readinfile - reads the input file
4.5 Important Data Structures
4.5. 1 Library
The library contains an array of structures, each
structure representing a TTL component, a gate or an IC,
henceforth referred to as an element, in the simulator. See
Fig. 4.6.
element name
number of inputs
number of outputs
timing array indicator
symmetric or non-symmetric inputs
pointer to function
Library Data Structure
Fig. 4.6
The library also contains arrays of propagation delays.
Different requirements for the different TTL elements
necessitated several arrays for handling delay times for
various combinations of inputs and outputs. The basic
information stored for each combination of inputs and
outputs is shown in Fig. 4.7.
>6
-
low to high
typical maximum
high to low
typical maximum
Timing Delays
Fig. 4. 7
Each element's structure contains a pointer to the C
function which determines the functionality of the element,
i.e., the output value determined by the input values.
4.5.2 Circuit and Table
The circuit and table data structures each have several
fields which store the information about the circuit to be
simulated. These fields are loaded with data when the
simulator reads the input .sim file. The circuit data
structure values remain fixed during the simulation. Some
of the fields in the table vary during a simulation run.
The circuit data structure i s an array of structures,
each representing an element in the input circuit. Each
structure contains the fields shown in Fig. 4.8a. The
circuit data structure contains table indices of the nodes
which are inputs and outputs in the simulated circuit.
The table data structure is illustrated in Fig. 4.8b.
The table is an array of structures, each representing a
node in the circuit. Fields of each node include the name,
the current value, the previous value (old value), and the
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time at which a node is scheduled to change (fel). The
active field indicates that the node value has been set by
the user. Two lists of pointers to the node occurrences in
the circuit are also included.
circuit
(b)
Circuit and Table Data Structures
Fig. 4.8
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4.5.3 Event Scheduling Mechanism
The time-wheel is a circular array of pointers to
linked lists. Each link in a list represents an event which
has been scheduled for the time indicated by the index of
the pointer.
The links are dynamically allocated when an event is
scheduled and freed when the list is empty. The indices of
the array represent time in nanoseconds. When the
simulation reaches the end of the array, it wraps around and
reuses the array of pointers.
44 46 array indexed by
time (in nanoseconds/
NULL
^NULL
event link
NULL
nodename
value to change to
mark (for cance 1 )
*
Time-wheel Data Structure
Fig. 4.9
4.6 Event Scheduling Process
Fig. 4.10 is a flow chart of the steps in processing an
event and then scheduling resultant events. When the
algorithm finds an event scheduled on an event list, it must
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process the event. First it changes the old value of the
node to equal the current value and then changes the current
value as the event link indicates. The algorithm then
determines all the nodes whose values could be affected by
this current change. These nodes are the fanout list of n .
The algorithm investigates each of these nodes to determine
if its value should be scheduled to change. Each new event
is then scheduled by allocating a link on the linked list
which emanates from the array at the appropriate time.
^1
scan
time-wheel
while < siin
step length
X
evaluate nodes
in output list
of changed node
while < # o-f outs
schedule/
deschedule
decision
schedule
event
i
cancel
old event
Event Scheduling Flow Chart
Fig. 4.10
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CHAPTER FIVE
TESTING
5.0 Testing Strategy
Each part of TIMSIM was extensively tested during the
development phase. Input appropriate to the level of the
program was used at each stage of development. The
abjective of the testing strategy was to cause the program
to fail. Representative circuits were developed to test
various features of the parser and simulator. Appendix B
contains sample runs of the simulator with output from
several different test circuits.
5.1 Testing the Parser
The parser depends on precise, specific and accurate
circuit description input. The input format is specified
in the User's Manual. Deviations from these input formats
will cause an error message to be printed and the program to
be aborted. (Appendix B of the User's Manual has a complete
list of the error messages.)
The parser was developed and tested module by module.
Testing was done for each expected key word and its
associated input. For example, when the word node is
recognized, a list of the nodes in the circuit is expected.
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The code then processes this list of nodes, storing each in
a table data structure.
Each feature of the parser was tested, as the code was
written, with several correct circuit description files
containing that feature. Valid combinations of the key
words were tested also. The best technique for checking the
correct operation of the parser was to compare the output
-sim file with the original circuit. The connections
between nodes can be traced in the .sim file and can verify
that the parser is correctly interpreting the input circuit.
As the final phase of testing the parser code, the
technique of error guessing was used to develop error traps.
When the parser had been developed to the point where it
would parse correctly valid circuit description files, an
attempt was made to determine the common types of user input
errors which could be expected in the circuit description
file. These anticipated errors were placed into circuit
description files which were used to develop error traps and
explicit error messages. When an error is encountered, the
program is aborted, and the error message is printed on the
screen. Each error message contains a line number
indicating the approximate location of the error in the
input file.
Examples of errors in the user input, which can be
anticipated and tested for, are violations of the input
format such as incorrect use of ( )'s, misspelled key words,
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missing lines and incorrect use of punctuation. There is no
attempt to interpret the user's intention or to "second
guess" the input.
5.2 Testing the Simulator
Each simulator feature was tested during its
development with a variety of input circuits. These
circuits were designed to specifically check that particular
feature. Various combinations of circuits and features were
also tested.
The simulator reads the input file and puts values into
the internal table and circuit data structures. During
development, the values in these data structures were
printed out and verified to be certain that the simulator
was processing the right circuit.
A group of test circuits containing certain key
features were used to test new modules and code changes as
they developed. Different circuits were used which
incorporated the new features. The timing delays of the
test circuits were calculated by hand so that the simulation
results could be verified. Test circuits were chosen to
incorporate various combinations of elements, feedback or
potential hazard situations.
Each new element, gate or IC, was tested as it was
added to the library. In the case of the more complex ICs,
three levels of circuit complexity were tested. These
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included the IC as a circuit itself, a small circuit
containing a few elements, then a larger circuit with extra
features.
Features of the simulator which were extensively tested
were various combinations of choices made by the user
(output formats, length of simulation steps), the
schedule/deschedule algorithm and the initialization
procedures. If the parser fails and writes a .sim file
which is incorrect (with improper connections between
nodes), the simulator will be unable to run the simulation
and will produce a segmentation fault core dump.
5.3 Test Comparisons with Other Simulators
Appendix B contains sample runs of the simulator. The
test circuits were run on the RNL Simulator as well as
TIMSIM with comparable results. The results were also hand
calculated using typical delays to establish a frame of
reference for the results. TIMSIM uses randomized delay
times between typical and max values and RNL uses fixed
values. The comparisons between the two are therefore only
approximate, but consistently similar. Nodes change in the
same manner at similar intervals.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
6. 1 Summary of the Project
The TIMSIM simulator is a reasonably accurate, easy-to-
use gate level timing simulator for simple digital logic
circuits. The logic circuits can be constructed from a
specific subset of 12 standard TTL gates and ICs. The
circuits which can be simulated by TIMSIM are limited in
size to 30 elements. In a two-part process, TIMSIM first
accepts a circuit description file and outputs a parsed
version of this file. In the second part, it performs a
series of simulation steps on that circuit. At the
beginning of each simulation step the user sets the value of
nodes. The program then reports the activity (change of
node value, at what time) in the circuit during the
simulation step. The user determines the length of the
simulation step and specifies which nodes are to be
reported.
TIMSIM allows the user flexibility in describing the
circuit with the use of macros and repeat loops. The user
can choose from three output formats providing different
ways oi viewing the results.
The simulator would be useful as one component in a
"tool kit" of design aids for digital logic circuits. Its
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use is limited to those circuits containing the standard TTL
elements contained in its library. In an academic setting,
where the objective is a general understanding of the effect
of propagation delays on the design oi a digital logic
circuit, TIMSIM could be a useful learning aid.
6.2 Problems Encountered and Resolved
Several problems were encountered in the process of
developing the simulator. Three levels of logic
necessitated an extensive analysis of the functionality of
some of the ICs, particularly those with a memory component.
Additional initialization procedures were necessary to
enable the simulator to handle certain types of ICs. An
algorithm to analyze the event-scheduling function was
developed to address some of the limitations of the
simulator with respect to setup and hold times.
6.2.1 Multi-valued Logic
The most challenging analysis aspect of this project
has been the issue of multi-valued logic. It was determined
at the start to use high (1), low (0), and a third value (li
for unknown). There are two purposes for this unknown
state. Prior to powerup, the values of all nodes in the
circuit are unknown (u) . During the initialization phase of
the simulation, the prime inputs are set and a 0-delay
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simulation is run so that the output nodes of each element
assume values consistent with their inputs. The second
purpose of u is to model that situation in which, during a
simulation run, the inputs of an IC assume values such that
the ICs outputs are unknown. An example is: if the inputs
preset and clear of a 7474 d-type flip-flop are both low
(trying to preset and clear at the same time) the outputs
are unknown. The u is not used as an indeterminate state
between 0 and 1 or as a "don't care" state.
Published truth tables for gates and ICs use only two
values, high and low. Ternary truth tables (3-valued logic)
are considerably more complicated. As an example, consider
a 2-input nand gate. There are 9 possible input
combinations (as compared to 4 for 2-level logic). These 9
quickly reduce to 6 because of the symmetric nature of the
inputs and to 4 because of the presence of 0 in the inputs.
See Fi g. 6.1.
A B
0 0
0 1
1 1
0 u
-u
0-
1 u
-u
1-
U Ll
1
1
0
1
Ll
-cr
Ll
Because of symmetry
0 1 is equivalent to 1 0
0 u is equivalent to u 0
1 u is equivalent to u 1
If either input is a 0, the output
is 1, regardless of the other input.
Fig. 6.1
On the other hand, the complexity of 3-valued logic
becomes evident in developing the truth table for the 7474
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d-type flip-flop. In this chip there are four non-symmetric
inputs, preset, clear, clock and data. For 3-valued logic
this involves 3 or 81 possible input combinations.
However, in this case, the value of the inputs before the
change (memory component) is also a consideration in
determining the outputs. These memory states provide
another 80 possible input combinations for each of the
original 81 inputs, or a total of 6400 input combinations.
There are some dominance relationships here which will
reduce the complexity considerably. For example, changes in
preset or clear affect the outputs immediately regardless of
the value of clock and data. In addition a change in clock
from 0 to 1 is the only significant clock change, but when
this change occurs, the states of preset and clear have to
be considered in order to determine the output values. A
simplifying feature is that a change in data has no effect
on the outputs, which reduces the total input possibilities.
See Appendix C for an analysis of the ternary truth table
for the 7474 d-type flip-flop.
As another example, the 74151, a data selector/
multiplexer, has a total of 12 non-symmetric inputs which
1 *2
means 3
""
possible input combinations to consider. It is
clear that this number can be reduced substantially. To do
this requires a careful, deliberate analysis of the logic of
the chip in order to discover the combinations of inputs
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which will produce particular outputs. Certain patterns
tend to emerge through this process of analysis.
6.2.2 Initialization or Simulation Startup
The purpose of a startup procedure is to allow the
circuit to attain a known state at the beginning of the
simulation so that the future changes can be clearly
understood. The initialization strategy of setting all
nodes to u, setting prime inputs to 0 and running a 0-delay
simulation to initialize all nodes in the circuit works well
for all of the circuits tested except those which have
memory elements. These ICs, which use the former values of
the inputs or outputs to determine the new values of the
outputs, will continue to contain nodes which have an
unknown value after the standard circuit initialization.
A different strategy is necessary in those cases. The
problem has been addressed by giving the user the
opportunity to intervene and to assign a value to those
nodes which are still unknown after the first
initialization. In some situations it is possible, however,
that an unknown value is an appropriate starting point for
the simulation. These unknowns will, in many cases,
continue to propagate through the circuit. Encountering
this situation may provide a valuable learning experience
for a novice circuit designer.
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6.2.3 Event Scheduling Analysis
Sometimes a node may be scheduled to change more than
once in a short period of time. That is, after an event for
node n is inserted in the future events queue and before
that change can be executed, another event occurs which may
cause a change in node n. It becomes necessary to
investigate any previously scheduled, but not yet executed
changes in node n each time that node n is in the fanout
list of a node which has changed. The potential scheduling
of an event for a given node depends on what events have
already been scheduled for that node.
The time of a scheduled event for a node is stored with
the node. At the time of a potential event-scheduling for a
node, a check is made to determine if the node is already
scheduled to change. If it is, the type of change (low to
high or high to low) is compared with the present proposed
change. The times of the two future changes are also
compared. Depending on the outcomes of these comparisons,
the formerly scheduled event may be cancelled and/or the new
event may be scheduled or no new action may be taken at all.
This algorithm attempts to model as closely as possible
the changes in node values which would occur in the
operation of a real circuit. Any node value change for
however short a time is carried out. This is an aid to
hazard detection in asynchronous circuits. It should be
noted that spikes (very short duration changes in a node
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value) may occur in the simulator which might be filtered
out by the effects of setup and hold time in a real circuit.
6.3 Further Work
There are several additions or extensions which might
be made to this project to make it a more accurate and
versatile simulator.
Obviously, more TTL elements could be added to the
library. As the simulator is written now, elements which
are not included as primitives can be implemented (as
macros) using the elements in the present library. However,
the timing delays using macros in that way would not be the
same as the propagation times through an element implemented
as a primitive.
A possible extension would be to develop libraries of
logic families other than standard TTL, such as low power
Schottky or advanced Schottky TTL. Some of these logic
families would require smaller time increments than the one
nanosecond time unit currently being used. This is easily
changed. With this extension, a command line option could
be used to access the desired library. It should be noted
that TTL is declining in usage for SSI applications and
other logic families such as high performance Cmos are
increasing.
Another extension would be to simulate inertial delay
(setup and hold times) or ambiguous delay (using both min
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and max delays). These would allow the possibility of
experimenting with pessimistic timing or worst case
anal ysi s.
Another extension would be to add more features to the
parser to allow more complicated circuit description input.
Possibilities would be to allow a macro call inside a repeat
1 oop .
The simulator could be revised to allow more
interaction during a simulation run. The user might be
allowed to specify an input vector to change a signal during
a simulation step.
Other input and output features are also possible. A
plot of the output might be a more meaningful way to
understand the results of a simulation run.
APPENDIX A
USER'S MANUAL
TIMSIM USER'S MANUAL
System_Name
TIMSIM
System_Descri.g_ti.gn
TIMSIM is a set of two programs which will enable the
user to simulate the behavior of simple digital logic
circuits which use a subset of standard TTL elements. It
can be used to aid in the design of small combinational and
sequential circuits by modeling the propagation delays of
the elements and revealing hazard conditions in the design.
TIMSIM is intended to be used as an extension to the set
of circuit simulation tools, one of which is called RNL,
that run on Unix. TIMSIM uses a similar input scheme and
incorporates some of the features of RNL but the command
language and the output are different.
There are two programs in the TIMSIM simulator - CDF and
ATS. The first program, CDF, requires as input a circuit
description file. It outputs an intermediate file which is
then used as input to the second program, ATS.
P_rt_I_=_CDF
Creat_ng_the_C_rcu_t_Descr__ti.on_Fi.l.e
To simulate a circuit, it is necessary to first create an
input file that describes a circuit. This file contains a
series of statements specifying gates and other TTL elements
connected by named nodes.
For example, consider the following circuit and its
corresponding circuit description (in file cdfile):
<*-b .^ J. J- ;file cdfile
(node ab be cd de ef )=f^W (nand2 cd ab be)
(inv de cd)
(and2 ef be de)
(Lines which begin with ; are comment lines and are not
read as part of the data. ) Each statement has the form:
(command-name argumentl argument2 ... argumentn)
Each element is designated by listing the element name
and its outputs and inputs as follows:
(nand2 cd b be) ** Notice outputs are listed
first.
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(The available elements and their names are listed in
Appendix 1.) Every circuit description begins with a list of
all nodes identified in the circuit, as in line 2 of the
example. Names of nodes should start with an alphabetic
character and have a maximum length of 7.
_g_Run__DF
cdf cdfile
The response, after successful completion, is
Output file is cdfile. sim
The format of this file is explained in Appendix 4. If
the input circuit description file is not syntactically
correct, an error message will appear on the screen and the
run will halt. Error messages are explained in Appendix 2.
6ddi_ignal_Features
Additional input features of CDF give the user
flexibility in creating the circuit description input file
for CDF. These allow the user to include another file in
the circuit description, to write a repeat loop in the
circuit description, and to define a macro for use in
describing the circuit.
(include filename)
This keyword allows another file using the standard
format to be included in this file. The simulator will
expand this construction to make the "included" circuit a
part of the main circuit. The node which connects the
"included" file to the main file must be declared in both
files. "Includes" may be nested, up to three levels.
(repeat loop-index start-value end-value
(body of repeat loop)
)
example:
(repeat i 1 6
(inv in. (-i 1 ) in)
)
This facility allows the user to specify a repetitive
situation, such as stringing together several inverters,
with a repeat loop. The notation (-i 1) means (i - 1),
i.e., the node before i.
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A macro definition is written as:
(macro name (paraml ... paramn)
(local nl n2 . . . )
body of the macro)
olnhf?
iR thejParam^ter list must not be the same as
global nodes and local nodes also need to have unique nSee e, ample next page. Macros will be expanded and ine]
in the circuit at the indicated position.
Example test files:
;test file macf
j contains a macro def
(macro ore (no mn op)
(local tl)
(nor2 tl no mn)
(inv op tl)
)
(node ab be cd ef fg)
(inv ab be)
(and2 ef ab cd)
(ore ef cd fg)
;testfile tf6
Scombines include and repeat
(include cdfile)
(node ef out)
(repeat i 0 2
(nor2 out. (+i 1) out.i ef )
)
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Part_II_=_AIS
Ingut
There are two sets of input to ATS. The first input is
the -sim file which was the output of CDF- The other input
is a series of commands which will control the simulation.
This series of commands may be implemented either by
responding interactively to the menu on the screen or by
creating a file called command which contains the simulation
directives. This command file is used only at the beginning
of the simulation.
Qysryi.ew_gf
The simulation of the circuit activity is done via a
series of simulation steps. At the beginning of each step
any of the nodes may be set to values (0 or 1) by the user.
Typing s starts the simulator, which then runs for some
simulated period of time (in nanoseconds) (again determined
by the user). At the end of this time (called a simulation
step) a report of the activity in the circuit is output
(either to the screen or to the screen and to a log file).
The user may then run another simulation step by responding
to a prompt and resetting some nodes, then by typing s
again. This can be done interactively, indefinitely, as the
user chooses, in order to examine the behavior of the
circuit for various combinations of inputs. The original
choices for output format, step length and nodes reported,
as set up in the first step, hold through the
entire
simulation. Typing q wi 1 1 cause the simulation session to
terminate.
Interact iye_Sessign
The interactive method requires the user to respond to
the choices on the screen. To run the simulation
interactively, type
ats cdfile. sim
The following will appear on the screen:
To set the length of a simulation step, choose:
a. 40 nanoseconds
b. 100 nanoseconds
c. user selects a step length
d. automatic halt (no more events scheduled)
Enter your choice - a, b, c, or d
To select the output format, choose:
a. Report 1 - the time of each node state
change
Report 2 - graph of node values with respect to time
c". Report 3 - state of all nodes at the
end of a step
Enter your choice
- a, b, or c
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The following are the nodes in the circuit...
Type the names of the nodes to be reported, followed by a
S or type all with no 4.
Set node by typing the name of the node followed by a 1
or a 0.
Type s at beginning of line to end input and start
simul at ion.
With certain combinations of gates and flip-flops, the
following message may appear:
The circuit contains the fallowing nodes with unknown
val Lies:
Check your circuit to be sure memory elements are
correctly set or cleared. Set the node by typing the
name of the node followed by 1 or 0.
In this case, the user may respond as indicated by
setting the nodes which are unknown or by setting other
nodes to achieve a particular state in the circuit. If
unknown node values still remain, the following message may
then appear:
The circuit still contains node(s) with unknown values.
Do you wish to continue with the simulation? y or n
Batch_cgmmand_f
A command file may be used for the first simulation step
by putting the fallowing into a file named command. (See
interactive session for description of choices.) Only what
appears in bold type is included in the file. Use one line
for each command.
choice of step length a or b or c or d
choice of format a or b or c
which nodes to report eg. ab ef * (followed by *)
or all set nodes
simulate s
The following is an example command file for cdfile. sim
a /* (output format a) */
a /* (sim step length 40 ns) */
ab be ef * /* (report on these nodes) */
s /* (begin) */
(No comments or extraneous characters belong in this
file. )
- UM 5
When using this file to run the simulation, type
ats cdfile. sim command
One other option is possible. The user may record the
results of a simulation with a log file. The choice is made
by typing log on the command line. The file created in the
user's directory is called logfile.
In this case, to run ATS, type -
a*s cdfile. sim command log
ats cdfile. sim log
(for batch)
(for interactive)
Qytput_gf_ATS
The main output of the ATS program is the results of the
simulation run. These results are reported, at the end of
each simulation step, in one of three formats determined by
the user.
Format a reports on each change of value of the node and
the time (in nanoseconds) at which the change occurred.
NEW_VALLJE
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
after 40 nanoseconds
The listing of values of nodes at time 0 reflects the
following initial conditions:
1. A 0-delay simulation has been done with nodes set to
unknown and prime inputs set to 0 to initialize the circuit,
2. The values of nodes set by the user are recorded
(preceded by an *) .
Ildi NODE OLD VALUE
* 0 ab 0
* 0 be 0
0 cd 0
0 de 0
0 ef 0
7 cd 1
24 de 0
Format b is a simple graphical output which samples the
simulation at regular intervals and reports the value of all
nodes.
ab
be
ef
time 05 10 15 20 25 30
- UM 6 -
Format c gives the state of the selected nodes in the
circuit at the end of the simulation step.
NODE STAJ.E IIME_OF_LASI_CHANGE
ab 1 last change in ab at 0
Dc 1 last change in be at 0
cd 0 last change in cd at 7
de 1 last change in de at 24
after 40 nanoseconds.
A signal which is either 0 or 1, but it cannot, be
determined which, is indicated by a -1 in formats a and c.
In format b, this unknown state is denoted by an X.
Errgr_Cgnd^t_gns_and_L_m_tat_gns
1. A complete listing of the error messages is included
in Appendix 2.
2. Syntax requirements and constraints on the system are
also found in Appendix 2.
3. Use of values other than 1 or 0 by the user will give
unpredictable results.
4. The simulator is designed for relatively small
circuits, under 100 elements. If the size of the circuit
approaches this maximum, other parameters may be exceeded,
causing unpredictable results.
5. It is important to note that TIMSIM is limited to a
subset of standard TTL elements and it models only the
propagation delays of these elements.
6. To avoid possible confusion with the single letter
commands s and q in the command language, it is not
advisable to name a node s or q.
Summary
The fallowing steps summarize this document:
1. Create a circuit description e.g. cdfile.
2. Type cdf cdfile - this will create a file cdfile. sim.
3. The next step may be either interactive or batch mode,
using a command file.
4. Type ats cdfile. sim (command) (log)
5. Set nodes - e.g. x 1
y 1
6. Type s to begin simulation step.
7. After each simulation step, nodes may be reset,
responding to a prompt.
8. Type q at any point when user input is expected to end
the simulation.
- UM 7
USER'S MANUAL
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Standard_TTL_EIements_Im_Iemented_in_TIMSIM
HL# T_YP.e IIMSIM_Library_Name
7400 2-input nand gate nand2
7402 2-input nor gate nor2
7404 hex inverter inv
7408 2-input and gatel and2
7410 3-input nand gate nand3
7420 4-input nand gate nand4
7427 3-input nor gate nor3
7432 2-input or gate or2
7442 4-10 BCD to decimal decoder /mul ti pi exer dec4_10
7474 d-type flip-flop dff
7475 2-bit quad latch latch
7486 2-input exclusive or gate xor
USER'S MANUAL
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ECt_I_z_EEEQC_Mlssages
The program keeps track of the line numbers in the
circuit description. Each error message will contain a line
number. These line numbers should be considered to be
approximate - i.e., the error is in the vicinity of that
line number.
Line #0 is used to report errors on the command line such
as not giving a valid filename as the input file to the
simulator, eg. typing cdf simmple instead of cdf simple.
IBBQB_dESSAGES
"wrong number of file names in command line"
"syntax error in circuit input"
"no circuit to simulate"
"no such command-name"
"could not open the file"
"too long name for node"
"incorrect node expression"
"left paren missing inside repeat
loop"
"circuit element unknown to simulator"
"error in parens in circuit description file"
"no such node found"
"expected ' ( " "
Part_iX_-_Syntax_Cgnstraints_and_Reguirements
- Number of elements in a circuit is limited to 30.
- Number of nodes in a circuit is limited to 100.
- Names of nodes should start with an alphabetic character
and have a maximum length of 7.
- Each node can be an input to no more than 10 elements.
- The maximum number of "included" files is 3.
- Macro names start with an alphabetic character and are
limited to 8 characters.
- Parameter names are limited to 8 characters.
- Macros can have no more than 10 elements.
- Macros can have no more than 10 parameters.
- Macros can have no more than 10 local nodes.
- No more than 5 macros can be defined in one file.
USER'S MANUAL
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.ii
Jhis appendix contains two sample runs of the program
illustrating various features.
Example 1 is the logfile results from testfile cdfile
with a simulation step length of 40 nanoseconds and
illustrating output formats a and b.
TIKE *CDE CLCVALLE NEK VALUE
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 C
* 0 ab
*
0
0
0
7
24
0
cd
de
ef
cd
de
be
0 C jorr*o,t ex.
1 C
0 1
titer 40 nanoseconds.
TIKE nCDE CLCVALLE NEW VALUE
44 ef 0 1
efter 80 nanoseccrds.
TIKE KCDE CLCVALLE NEW VALUE
* 81 be 1 0
54 cd 0 1
56 ef 1 C
1C3 de 1 C
gfter 12C nancsecends.
sb
" " " " *
be ' " "
cd
d
for.*** b
tiire 5 IC IS 20 25 20 33 40
*b
be ----'"
cd L
de
.
7.
ef I "
tiire 5 10 15 20 25 20 35 40 45 5C 55 60 65 70 75 80
sb
' ' ' ' ' '
bc _ L
cd
de T
f r
tiire 5 IC 15 20 25 20 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 9C 951001C511
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Example 2 is the scriptfile output of a simulation of
testfile macf (see page 3) with the simulation step running
as long as there are events scheduled. The output format is
a.
To rur a simulation step - creese froir the following options.
To set the 1 e r g t h of e siirulciicn step* choose:
a. 40 nanosecends
b. IOC nancsecends
c . user selects a step lercth
d. sutcmstic hclt (no irore everts scheduled)
Enter ycur choice - t, ci or t
c
step lencth is attometic.
Tc select the output fcrnat* chocse:
s. Repcrt 1 - the tiire of each ncde sfate chenge
b. Repcrf 2 - greph cf ncde velues with respect to tiire
Enter your chcice - e cr b
e
Report a will be issued
The fcllcwing are the noces ir the circuit...
ab be cd ef f 5 tl
Type the neir.es of the noces 1c be repcrted* followed by a $
or type all with nc $.
all
Set node by typirj the neire cf the noce followed by 1 or 0.
Type s at beginning cf line tc erd input and start simulation.
cd 1
s
TIME NDCE OLD VALUE NEW VALUE
0
0
0
0
0
9
19
20
ab
be
f
fc
tl
tl
ef
1.
cd
sfter 30 nanosecends.
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
c
0
0
1
c
1
1
To reset nodes for ar.cther simulctior. step* type node* then v?lue
Type s at beginning cf lire tc end input and start simulation.
Type q tc end the simulation.
be 1
TIME NCCE
* 31 be
42 ab
60 ef
sfter 60 nanosecends.
CLC VALUE KEW VALUE
1
C
C
Tc reset nodes for arcther simulEtion step* type node, then vslue,
Type s at beginnirg cf lins tc end input and start simulation.
Type q tc end the simulation.
cd 0
TIME NCCE
80
94
after 94
61 cd
tl
fs
nancsecends .
CLC VALUE NEK VALUE
To reet nodes fcr arcther simulation step, tyos node,
then velue.
Type s at beginning ct lire tc ert input and start
simulation.
Type q tc end the simulation.
be 0
cd 1
TIME NCCE 0LC VALUE NEW VALUE
* 95 be 1 0
*
104
115
123
136
95
tl
ab
fs
ef
cd
1
0
0
0
0 1
0
1
1
1
after 136 nancsecends.
Tc reset nodes fcr arcther simulftion step, type node, then vslue,
Type s at beginning cf line tc end input and start simulation.
Una e tc end the simulation.
Simula tior .
USER'S MANUAL
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The output of the fir
is the filename. sim file.
program. It may be necess
determine if the simulated
designed it, i.e. the hard
the circuit design.
This appendix will ex
so that the user can check
Each node is given an
node list. Each element i
read in the circuit descri
start with 0) .
st program in the simulator, CDF,
It is used as input to the ATS
ary to check the .sim file to
circuit is exactly as you
ware description is correct for
plain the format of the -sim file
it against the original circuit.
index number as it is read in the
s given an index number as it is
ption file. (Note all indexes
;testfile cdfile
(node ab be cd de
(nand2 cd ab be)
(inv de cd)
(and2 ef be de)
ef )
cdf i 1 e. sim iii.sQti_gn
(1) 3 5
(2) nand2
(3) 2
(4) ab 0
(5) be 1
(6) 1
(7)
(8)
cd 2
inv
(9) 1
(10) cd 2
(11) 1
(12) de 3
(13) and2
(14) 2
(15) be 1
(16) de 3
(17) 1
(18) ef 4
(l)number of nodes; number of
elements
(2) name of element #0
(3) number of inputs
(4)name of first input; its inde:-
(5) name of second input; its
index
(6) number of outputs for the
element
(7) name of output #1; its index
(8)-(12)same information for
element 1
( 13) - ( IB) same as above for
element 2
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19) 0 ab 1 0 0 -7 -7
20) 1 be 2 0 1 2 0 -7 -7
21) 2 cd 1 10 0 0
22) 3 de 1 2 1 10
23) 4 ef 0 2 0
lines (19 - 23)
Column 1 - index of node
Column 2 - name of node
Column 3 - number of elements for which this node is an
input (Notice node 4 is not an input to any
el ement )
Columns 4, 5, 6, ... - Groups of two integers indicate first
the element (s) to which this node is an input and
second which input it is.
These input indicators are followed by output
indicators, i.e., the element from which this
node is an output.
-7 -7 indicates the node is a primary input.
(In the case of ef , a primary output, the 2
indicates the element from which it is an output
and which output it is.)
APPENDIX B
SAMPLE OUTPUT
iUstl Jj. C.Ct
- : . r r. - : t - - "I r. y r
(node a b c d f g h i J xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 xlO)
Cnand2 h b>
Cand2 led)
Cnor2 J f>
Cdec4_10 xl xl x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 xlO h 1 J g)
> U V
D-
-3-
oie^c/
rnu.% | y-/o
TIME
0
0
0
iZi
0
NODE
a
b
c
d
OLDVALUE NEW VALUE
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 h 0 1
0 i 0 0
0 J 0
0 Hi 0
0 x 0
0 x3 0
0 x4 0
0 x5 0
0 x6 0
0 x7 0
0 x8 0
0 x9 0
0 Xl0 0
6 J 1 0
xl0 1 0
after 40 units of t irne.
TIME NODE OLDVALUE NEW VALUE
*
51
55
41
Xl0
x9
p
0
1
1
1
0
0
after 60 un its of t ime.
TIME NODE OLDVALUE NEW VALUE
* 61 a 0 1
it-
68
98
10
81
h
x9
xl
b
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
after 10 unit s of t ime.
b
c
d
e
f
B
h
i
J
xl
x
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x6
x9
Kl0
_ _ _
_ _ _
_ _ ^
1
time 10 0 30 40
b
c
d
e * *" * *'*'**
f
.
s
* *n
h * * " " * ~
i
_
J
xl *
* * "
-.p -%+ .%,.-* -K
- aw .^, ., n-, - .. mS,
^ *V ^% -*m ** -' -*m ^ ..^. i^,
^ a i * a .*,, ^ n,
^.c w a^n^a ^ at a^ aw.-, ..ah.
x6 * *
" * * * "
x7 "
* * * * -
x8 *
*"
x9 ** * "* "*
~*
'
xl0 * "*~i r ' *
time 10 0 30 40 50 60 70 60
a r ' " '
b j"- *' * *
c
d
.
e
* * * "" "" * *" " * *" *"
f s . . -
p
" ' '
l
n
wr~* " * " " ' *n .
i
J .
. a^ a^ ay <w -% < --% aj ay a^ m^ ,
k "
* " *
x3 " %
" * * * * * * ^~^
j, a v tm * > -. -- - m-^----m---\ m,
X5
*-* *v* 1 I "L 1 -l n.
x ** * *
" * * " * * **
..^ mg *W *W **'*}
**> ai, ! aj, *%* m w^ , ,t\,
*.ft **-*-*-%* , a> > a> , > ^
x9 - - - - ~"L - -
X 10 ** "* t |''' ^ m wj
time 10 0 30 40 50 0 70 60 901001 1010
ttestfiie latch^
jccnteins 7^.75 letch
Cr. cae j c b b e e cc eld cc c i: )
(inv cc ic)
(cri, cc tb ee)
(later qc ql; cc! cc)
aa
J>k
ee
5> tc
7475"
latth
1^: . t
c c
ac
cc
cb
CICli
cfter 39 rcrcseccrc.;.
Ilh i r C C d
* -, C I; b
ft cc
tc ac
7 l c b
titer 7 ? n encseccrc-fe.
T I N c K - L
* 6C cc
* SC bb
97 cc
5 7 cic
liter US rer c i ec c nc ?
1 I f- c N L L
V 1 <. C c c
12 0 0 c
1tsr 15 9 nenceccr.cs
NlLL
* 16C bb
i71 cc
slter 199 nencseccnos.
r L C \ f L I f
c
c
0
n
c
c
t
CLCVfiLLE
C
i
0
:i_r WLIE
CLCV6LLE
C
1
CLCVCLLs
C
NF V t L L1 5
1
C
C
c
1
1
0
c
NEW V*LUE
1
1
C
1
NEW V/lLUE
0
0
C
1
NEW V * L U E
1
C
NEW VfLUE
1
The circuit contain* the following nodes with unknown values:
qq
qb
Check your circuit to be .ur, memory elementsare correctly set or cleared.
Set node by typing the name of the node followed by 1 or 0.
Type . at beginning of line to end input and reinitialize.
bb 1
s
To run a simulation step - choose from the following opti
To set the length of a simulation step, choose:
a. 40 nanoseconds
b. 100 nanoseconds
c. user selects a step length
d. automatic halt (no more events scheduled)
ons
Enter your choice - a, b, c, or d
aa
b. L.^^*^ ^W-MM^.^^_^^j
_ _ mu ma I. m >***.*-*
rtH r*"**""^^*^^
^^ ' ^ ^ *i " '* ^ ^ y y
__ . . .
- -- '. ' * '. mt nM mi 1.
qq
qb l_
time 5 10 15 0 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 60 65 90 95100105110
; tes t 1 i lc je2
; l s es e irscrc dtf
ifcrc or fa (CLt e
lccc 1 cat all sb
r, or 2 2b e b)
r or 2 co c d)
r.orZ ei e 1)
ror2 ch c h )
rori cbcc eb cd)
rcr2 tfcn ef -c n)
r, c r 2 ell slice & 1 c h >
inv cit ell)
b c c e i c r-)
cd cf cr e h c c ffch)
r ocfe r
inv r 1
a n v
inv
inv
a n v
inv
inv
inv
crfc
r c
r I
r4
r i
ri
r7
r&
11
n 2 ni
inl)
ir 2)
in?)
ir4)
ir!)
in 6)
i n7 )
inS)
r i n2
n^ r r7 n f inl ir. 2 i n 3 i n 4 i n 5
ine"
in7 in8 fl)
rA r n.7 rf)
iv^i
jflM>JIl_jrvgLl
int T^nt] -IS
7I*fc t\Ctt TLCWLLE NFw V*LUE
0 nj
c n2
L n2
w n4
0 n;
c nt
0 n7
c
c
-nE
0
c
ir 2
0
c
ir,4
c
c
int
c inl
c f 1
L C Lt
0 ?i2
c c l:
C/ cc
u tl
c cr
0 efcCC
c 6f;r
9 n3
11 n:
12 r, 7
12 r.l
l n:
in;
i n;
r,7
titer 29 r. encsfeccres
7I*F Mw = : l : V 5 L L E NEW VALUE
4C . r-
49
to
74
r.-
n2
cc
titer 79 r, e. nc-eccrds.
Tire r-LEE
61 bcc
titer 119 r. encieccrds.
C
r
1
1
C
C
ClTWUE
1
1
C
c
1
1
NEW VtlE
C
TUE KCCE CLCVfiLLE NEW VALUE
12C inl 1 0
V 12C i r. 2 1 0
* 120 inj 1 0
120
128
129
140
141
ISO
If 2
i n4
n2
n2
ni
r.l
sb
cc
1
C
0
c
c
1
1
0
titer 1 b 9 r, e nc seccnds.
TINE NCCE C L C V * l L t NEK VALUE
16C if; 1 0
ml.
T 1 1 L ire ** c
m*. 16C in7 1 0
mK lcC ire c 0
le5 c bcc c 1
17^ nE c 1
1E1 r,7 0 1
Iter 199 rc- n c 3 t- c c r, c', s .
Tl>
'
NCCE. CLT V * LL E NEW VALUE
v.
V 20C ire r\ 1
* ; cc in c 1
2Cc n 1 1 C
214 ri 1 c
titer 239 HE ncseccr.ds.
;test1ilt lils J6i
Jcirct.it con?ir= tecc'isc'ck
(node AH bh BL tl t2 t3 yH)
(inv BL BH)
CnandZ tl AH BL)
Cnand2 t2 AH yH)
Cnand2 t3 BH yH)
Cnand3 yH tl t2 t3)
_M.
< Pwli
M
EH
CL
tl
\2
13
yH
Hit
H
CH
EL
H
VPz^>A
=f>J
5 IC IJ 20 25 ;C 35 40
"*T-ti
* '
t3 '
r
>h
, -
*~ ^-v f
tl 5 IC IJ 20 25 30 31 40 4 i
AH
EH
EL
tl
t2
t2
EC 55 0 65 70 75 80
u
-r
T.
y*
tire IC 15 20
j ^i r~ * "-, | '
3 25 3C 35 40 45 5C 55 0 45 70 75 E0 85 9C 9510C1C5U01151 2C
Tl*t
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
23
33
KCCE
Ah
Er
EL
tl
t2
tr
yt-
ti
yH
t2
ttttr 40 ncnotceres.
TIKfc KCCE
* 41 Ah
8 t2
2 tl
75 yh
ifttr EO ncnottcerdi.
lift MCE
* 81 *h
9 tl
lOi yr
117 t2
tftcr 12C ncncttcenoi.
TIfE *CDE
* 121 EH
124 BL
130 t3
148 tl
ifttr 16C nancitccndi.
:lcvalle
c
o
c
0
0
c
0
1
0
1
CLCVALlt
1
0
0
1
OLCtALlE
C
1
0
1
CLCVALLE
0
1
1
0
KEn VtLUE
1
C
1
1
1
1
c
C
1
c
KtU VALUE
0
1
1
c
SEW VALUE
1
c
1
0
MEW VALUE
1
C
c
1
TIME NDDE OLDVALUE NEW VALUE
* 0 AH 0 1
* 0 BH 0 1
0 BL 0 1
0 tl 0 1
0 t 0 1
0 t3 0 1
0 yH 0 0
7 ti 1 0
11 BL 1 0
3 yH 0 1
4 tl 0 1
3'
yH 1 0
3 t3 1 0
33 t 1 0
45 yH 0 1
46 t3 0 1
51 t 0 1
55 t3 1 0
58 t 1 0
1 yH 1 0
76 yH 0 1
77 t3 0 1
78 t 0 1
85 t 1 0
68 t3 1 0
89 VH 1 0
98 yH 0 1
after 100 nanoseconds.
Number of events is 7
State of nodes at the end of the simulat ionsteo.
last change in AH at 0
last change in BH at 0
last change in BL at 11
last change in tl at 4
last change in t at 85
last change in t3 at 88
last change in yH at 98
after 100 nanoseconds.
NODE STATE
AH 1
BH 1
BL 0
tl 1
t 0
t3 0
yH 1
To run a simulation step - choose from the following options.
To set the length of a simulation step, choose:
a. 40 nanoseconds
b. 100 nanoseconds
c. user selects a steo length
d. automatic halt (no more events scheduled)
Enter your choice - a, b, c, or d
b
step length is 100
To select the output format, choose:
a. Report 1 - the time of each node state change
b. Report - graph of node values with respect to time
c. ReDort 3 - the state of nodes at the end of the sim 5teo
Enter your choice - a or b or c
b
Report b will be issued
The following are the nodes in the circuit...
AH BH BL tl t t3 yH
Type the names of the nodes to be reported, followed by a *
or type all with no *.
all
Set node by typing the name of the node followed by 1 or 0.
Type s at beginning of line to end input and start simulation.
AH 1
BH 1
AH i^p .1^1^ -% Mm -- .ttw ,.i d%, .ii ,--% *** Mm
BH
BL * \_
tl -n
r*-
ta * *t /~\ r "l.
ts * -t r* 1
r* *i
yH
r* 1
r~
1 r n.
time 5 10 15 0 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95100
tes t f li e jel
JcircLit ccnteins ? I- 2 a r c
Cnoda x y z tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 fx)
Cinv tl x)
Cinv t2 z)
Cnand2 t5 tl t2) v
Cinv t3 y)
Cop2 t4 x z)
Cnand2 t6 t3 t4)
Cnand2 fx t5 t6)
TIKE NCCE DLCVALLE NEW VALUE
* 0 X
* 0 y
*
0
0
0
0
0
- 0
0
11
11
13
13
26
29
0
tl
t2
t2
t4
t5
t
fx
t3
t4
t2
tl
15
fx
z
titer 29 nancsecends
TIKE NCCE
* 40 x
53 tl
titer 53 nenoseccr. ds.
TIKE NCCE
54
70
70
79
S2
t2
t4
t5
f x
titer 52 nanosecends
TIKE KCCE
* 93 y
111 12
sfter 111 nsnesecends.
TIKE NCCE
*
x
z
112
112
123
124
125
133
128
cfter 13E nancsecends
TIKE KCDE
tl
t4
t2
t6
15
139
149
162
171
12
16
fx
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
C
1
1
0
1
CLCVALLE
1
0
CLCVALLE
1
0
1
1
0
CLCVALLE
1
0
DLCVALLE
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
CLCVALLE
C
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
c
c
1
1
c
1
c
c
1
0
NEW VALUE
0
1
NEW VALUE
0
1
C
C
1
NEW VALUE
0
1
NEW VALUE
1
1
C
1
C
0
1
NEW VALUE
1
C
1
0
ifler 171 nancsecends.
;tes
;hss
C irec
Cloc
Cinv
(cr.:
CI ex
j
(r co
tcr.
(inv
(12
tlilc 13
t BiEcro a hie r- ircluces z Irtch
re 12 Cs t e cc ch)
El d c)
C 13 P )
ch pc cb c c,
i u x y 2
tl > y)
t: 2;
a t i. x2 c l
1 1 : clu r .
c . )
12
PP
v*L
3>l
>ia.
-L_A->-*L 747T
kfcJ>
4V+ Otff/
%H fr
"L.
tl ^MM^lHHrta
cull
J*
tiie 6 11 It ^1 26 1-1 36 41 46 51 56 61 71 76 81 86 91 96101106111
;test1ile ct12
Jttsts s 7474 d-t>ce llifflcc
(roae ;; tb cc ac et 11 cc hr ii
( t n d 2 rr. tt bb)
(inv ii cd)
(n t nc 2 j; ee 11)
(Oil cut 11 hr cc ii ;;)
(cr2 kk 11 &s)
i kk 11 cut)
i>
CC
^M>-
41
TIK - NC r c PLC ViLLE NEU VALUE
*l C c . c c 1
G
C
0
\m
0
c
&
c
0
c
cc
ac
ee
11
ii
JL
kk
bb
0
r\
r
0
C
c
0
G
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
3
1
C
1
if c 11 c 0
* c cut c -
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The -following results show a comparison between
simulation runs on TIMSIM and RNL for the circuit
i 1 lustrated.
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APPENDIX C
ANALYSIS OF THE THREE-VALUED TRUTH TABLE
FOR THE 7474 D-TYPE FLIP-FLOP
This appendix will outline the analysis o-f the
-functionality o-f the 7474 d-type -flipFlop. This process is
necessary in order to determine the correct outputs of the
IC -for all possible comb i nati one of inputs using 3-valued
logic. The three values are 0, 1 and U. In this thesis, U
stands -for unknown, in which case U is either 0 or 1 but it
cannot be determined which it is. There is also a special
case in certain ICs, the 74 being one, in which U may
represent an indeterminate state, e.g., some level between 0
and 1 or oscillating. In either case, however, it is
sufficient to say that the value of U i s unknown.
U is a level that arises in two situations. (1) One
situation i s at powerup, when output nodes have an unknown
value until some logical combination of inputs to a gate
determine its output levels. (2) During the operation of a
circuit, the inputs of an IC assume a particular combination
of values which result in the output values being
indeterminate. An example in the 7474 is the situation
where both preset and clear are 0, trying to preset and
clear at the same time.
The 7474 is a d-type positive-edge-triggered flip-flop.
The inputs are preset, clear, clock and data and the outputs
are known as Q and Q-. Considering first the 2-valued truth
table (TTL Data Book) which is shown in Fig. Cl.
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Fig. C. 1
As can be seen, -for lines 1 and 2, the outputs are known.
In line 3 when the inputs preset and clear are 0, the
outputs are indeterminate and are expressed as U. Lines 4
and 5 suggest a different problem.
The basic premise of event-directed simulation is that
an event (a change) occurs, thereby causing other potential
changes. Therefore, the truth table for a gate or IC is
accessed when a change has occurred. In lines 4 and 5 of
the truth table the change in clock is important. In order
to know if the clock is making a 0 to 1 transition it is
necessary to know its old value as well as its new value.
The 7474 differs from all the other ICs used in this
simulator in that the outputs depend not only on the present
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value of the inputs, but also on the former values of both
the inputs and the outputs. It is necessary to know the old
value of data since that value is transmitted to Q on the
rising clock, pulse.
In determining the outputs on lines 6, 7, B of Fig. Cl,
the memory values for the outputs are used. That is, for
this particular set of inputs the outputs remain the same.
On the following pages, an analysis of the 3-valued
truth table for the 7474 is undertaken. First a change in
preset is considered, then a change in clear . The situation
in which the clock changes provides the largest number of
cases to consider. Lastly a change in the data value is
noted. The outcome of this analysis is a C function,
stored in the library, which determines the output of the
7474 based on which input changed and how.
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Fig. C 5 Ternary Truth Table for the 7474 d-type
flip-flap assuming a change_in clock only and with various
combinations of values for preset and clear. a) primary
truth table b) individual evaluations of certain lines.
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